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Tarter The Associated Press
Posted: 05/08/2013 08:03:19 PM

MDT Updated: 05/08/2013
09:15:23 PM MDT Click photo

to enlarge Texas Gov. Rick Perry
greets the media while voting at a

polling place at Lakeway
Elementary School in Lakeway,
Texas, Tuesday, May 7, 2013. In

Texas, the Supreme Court is
expected to hear arguments in a

case about how the state's
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political boundaries are drawn,
leading up to elections in the fall.
Perry said he voted in on a mail-

in ballot. AUSTIN,
Texas—Texas elections could be

more competitive in the fall
because of the state's new
congressional districts, a

redrawing that began when
lawmakers moved to sharply curb
the power of the once-powerful
statewide political parties. With
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no specific date yet set for the
court to rule on the new district

lines, all bets are off whether the
Republican-dominated

Legislature will approve new
ones. But it's also unclear what
districts would be drawn. Gov.

Rick Perry said Thursday that he
supports cutting the number of

seats from two dozen in the U.S.
House to 10. "That's the most
important thing," Perry said of
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the new districts. "Do we have
any idea what those districts will

be?" "I haven't heard, and I
haven't seen." Perry said he voted

Tuesday in a mail-in ballot that
required each county to have a
sole vote. He said he didn't vote
in person because he didn't want

to be inconvenienced by long
lines at polling places. "You've

got to cut down on the number of
people voting," Perry said. And
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if no federal judge issues a
preliminary injunction blocking

the new lines, Perry said he
expects the court case will go

before the U.S. Supreme Court.
That could lead to delays before
the lines take effect in the fall.
On the campaign trail, Perry

often rails against federal court
rulings edd6d56e20
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